Introduction
What is understanding? How do we make sense out of what we read or are told?
I believe that over the past several years a substantial consensus has arisen in the field of Cognitive Science about the broad outlines of this process (cf. Fillmore, 1975; Minsky, 1975; Rumelhart, 1977 ; Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977; Schank & Abelson, 1977) . In this paper i wish to sketch the basic features of those outlines and to show how this sketch can be given some reality by a careful analysis of the interpretations people actually make of stories and story fragments.
Consider the following brief fragment of a story:
Mary heard the ice cream truck coming down the street. She remembered her birthday money and rushed into the house.
Upon hearing just these few words most readers already have a rather complete interpretation of the events in the story. Presumably
Mary is a little girl who wants to buy some ice cream from the ice cream man and runs into the house to get her money. Of course, it doesn't say this in the story, there are other possibilities. Mary could be afraid that the ice cream man might steal her birthday money, etc. Still, most readers find the first interpretation most plausible and retain it unless later information contradicts it. The purpose of this paper is to explore the processes involved in these examples, to give a general account of these processes and to describe some experiments I have been doing in an attempt to understand them more fully.
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To begin, let me lay out a general theoretical account of the comprehension process as I understand it and then turn to some data which, I believe, help explicate this process.
A Schema-Theoretic Model of Understanding in my attempts to account for these phenomena I have found it useful to appeal to the notion of schemata. Before proceeding with a discussion of comprehension itself, it might be useful to explicate my notion of schemata.
A schema theory is basically a theory about knowledge. It is a theory about how knowledge is represented and about how that representation facilitates the use of the knowledge in particular ways. According to "schema theories" all knowledge is packaged into units. These units are the schemata. Embedded in these packets of knowledge is, in addition to the knowledge itself, information about how this knowledge is to be used.
A schema, then, is a data structure for representing the generic concepts stored in memory. There are schemata representing our knowledge about all concepts: those underlying objects, situations, events, sequences of events, actions, and sequences of actions. A schema contains, as part of its specification, the network of interrelations that is believed to normally hold among the constituents of the concept in question. A schema theory embodies a prototype theory of meaning. That is, inasmuch as a schema underlying a concept stored in memory corresponds to the meaning of that concept, meanings are encoded Perhaps the central function of schemata is In the construction of an interpretation of an event, object or situation--in the process of comprehension. In all of this, it is useful to think of a schema as a kind of informal, private, unarticulated theory about the nature of the events, objects, or situations which we face. The total set of schemata we aveavailable for interpreting our world in a sense constitutes our private theory of the nature of reality. The total set of schemata instantiated at a particular moment in time, constitutes our internal model of the situation we face at that moment in tine, or, in the case of reading a text, a model of the situation depicted by the text.
Thus, just as the activity surrounding a theory Is often focused on the evaluation of the theory and the comparison of the theory with observations we have made, so it is that the primary activity associated with a schema is the determination whether it gives an adequate account for some aspect of our current situation. Just as the determination that a particular theory accounts for some observed results involves the determinations of the parameters of the theory, so the determination that a particular configuration of schemata accounts for the data presently available to our senses requires the determination of the values of the variables of the schemata. If n promising schema fails to account for some aspect of a situation, one has the options of accepting the schema as adequate in spite of its flawed account or of rejecting the schema as inadequate and looking for another possibility. Therefore Understanding Rumelhart December 18, 19805 the fundamental processes of comprehension are taken to be analogous with hypothesis testing, evaluation of goodness of fit, and parameter estimation.
Thus, a reader of a text Is presumably constantly evaluatIng hypotheses about the most plausible interpretation of the text.
Readers are said to have understood the text when they are able to find a configuration of hypotheses (schemata) which offer a coherent account for the various aspects of the text. To the degree that a particular reader fails to find such a configuration, the text will appear disjointed and incomprehensible. with schemata. We need not observe all aspects of a situation before we are willing to assume that some particular configuration of schemata offers a satisfactory account for that situation. Once we have accepted a configuration of schemata, the schemata themselves provide a richness which goes far beyond our observations. Upon deciding that we have seen an automobile, we assume that it has an engine, headlights, and all of the standard characteristics of an automobile. We do this without the slightest hesitation. We have complete confidence in our miniture theory. This allows our interpretations to far outstrip our observations. In fact, once we have determined that a particular schema accounts for some event we may not be able to determine which aspects of our beliefs are based on direct information and which are merely Usually the measures have employed story recall and occasionally they have employed summarization. I have wished increasingly for truly 'on-line' measures of comprehension.
(2) The story grammar approach has tended to focus on rather abstract features of story comprehension. By its nature, the story schemata I and most others have studied offer a very general account of the structure readers see in stories. This generality is a plus in the sense that the schemata are very generally used, but they are a minus in the sense that they ignore the vast amount of other information which subjects can and do bring to bear in understanding stories.
During the last couple of years I have been attempting to develop some experimental techniques which could offer on-line information about subjects' comprehension processes. In the series of studies described in this paper, I set out to study this process of hypothesis generation and evaluation during the process of comprehension. understanding is to ask them.
The basic experimental paradigm involved presenting subjects a them WHO they thought the characters under discussion were, WHAT did they feel was going on in the story, WHY did the characters behave as they did, WHEN do they think the event described took place, and WHERE do they think the story is set. A series of-10 pairs of stories and/or story fragments were prepared. Most of the stories were based on initial segments of actual short stories written by well-known authors.
The segments were edited slightly so that an alternate version of each story could be created through the modification of one or two words or phrases. The two story versions were designed, like the example story fragments at the beginning of this paper, so thai the modification led to a rather different interpretation of the whole story. Each subject read one version of each one of the ten different stories. In order to assess the effects of the line at a time interpretation procedure on comprehension, some subjects were presented the stories two lines at a time, some four lines at a time, and still others were presented the whole story at one time.
There are two results which emerged immediately from this procedure:
(1) The process is very natural. Subjects report that is is very easy to describe the hypotheses that come to mind as they read. Unlike problem solving where the collecting of protocols seems to interfere with the process, our evidence Indicates that, if anything, it actually improves comprehension.
(2) Subjects show a remarkable degree of agreement. WiLh just three or four subjects the broad outlines of the sorts of It is also of some interest that when asked (after they had finished the story) why that had thought it was whatever they thought almost all reported that it was the bright lights or the large white room which had tipped them off. In point of fact, further experimentation seems to indicate that it was the "was brought"
which was the key, putting the protagonist in a passive situation. The large white room and bright lights simply further specify the basically passive situation aroused by the particular construction.
The OIL CRISIS story
As a second example, consider the following brief passage used in my experiment:
Business had been slow since the oil crisis. Nobody seemed to want anything really elegant anymore. Suddenly the door opened and a well-dressed man entered the showroom floor. John put on his friendliest and most sincere expression and walked toward the man.
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Although merely a fragment, my subjects generated a rather clear interpretation of this story. Apparently, John is a car salesman fallen on hard times. He probably sells rather large, elegant cars--most likely Cadillacs. Suddenly a good prospect enters the showroomn where John works. John wants to make a sale. To do that he must make a good impression on the man. Therefore he tries to appear friendly and sincere. He also wants to talk to the man to deliver his sales pitch.
Thus, he makes his way over to the man. Presumably, had the story con- son. John wants to make a sale and his "putting on" is clearly an attempt on his part to "make a good impression." His movement toward the man fits nicely into this interpretation. If he is a salesman, he must make contact with the man and deliver the stereotypic "pitch."
Qualitatively, this account fits well with the general theoretical approach I have been outlining. The process of comprehension is very much like the process of constructing a theory, testing it against the data currently available, and as more data becomes available, specifying the theory further--i.e., refining the default values (as perhaps was the case when those holding the "car hypothesis" from the beginning encountered the sentence about nobody wanting anything elegant anymore).
If the account becomes sufficiently strained, it is given up and a new We have schemata for automobiles, including how and wiere they are sold.
We have built up schemata for the "oil crisis," what kinds of effects it has on what kinds of businesses.
We have schemata about business peopie, the kinds of motives they have and the kinds of responses they make to these motives. The knowledge embedded in these schemata form the -framework for our theories. It is some configuration of these schemata which ultimately form the basis for our understanding.
But how does a relevant schema suggest itself? Presumably, it is the "bottom-up" observation that a certain concept has been referenced that leads to the suggestion of the initial hypotheses. The notion that * business was slow, suggests schemata about business and the economy.
Since the slowness was dated from the occurrence of the oil crisis, it is a natural inference that the oil crisis was the cause of the slowness. Thus, a BUSINESS schema is activated. The particular TYPE of business is presumably a variable which must be filled. The information about the oil crisis suggests that it may be an oil -related business. hypotheses through a story. The basic idea is illustrated in Figure  1 .
At any point in time a subject's hypothesis state can be characterized The other two dimensions represents a subject's hypotheses with respect to WHO the characters are and WHERE the action is taking place.
The vector passing through the space represents a possible sequence of hypotheses. (1) Indefinite: when subjects said they had no clear Idea.
()Gas station: when subjects believed that the action was occur-()ring at a gas station.
(3) Showroom: when subjects believed that the action took place in a automobile showroom.
(4) Luxury store: when subjects believed that the action took place in a luxury store such as a jewelry store or a fancy furniture or clothing store. We can see that five subjects had no clear idea where the events were taking place after the first sentence. one subject thought from the start that it was in an automobile showroom. Four subjects thought, after the first sentence, that the story was taking place in a gas station. We can see that after the second sentence four people moved to the view that it was an automobile showroom, three thought it was in a luxury store, two were still indefinite and one thought it was a general discussion of a national economy. Figure  2 . Set of paths through the hypothesis space for the question of WHERE the "011 Crisis" story was taking place. Therte is not space here to illustrate the whole pattern of results for this story, rather, I turn now to a discussion of a second story which shows a more dramatic pattern of results.
SENTENCE NUMBER

The DEAR LITTLE THINGstr
Consider, now the following story used in my experiment:
(1) Dear little thing. (2) It was nice to feel it again.
(3)
She had taken it out of its box that afternoon, given it a good (4) Little rogue! Yes, she really felt that way about it.
(5)
She put it on.
(6)
Little rogue, biting its tail just by heir left ear.
(7)
When she breathed something gentle seemed to move on her bosom.
(8)
The day was cool and she was glad she had decided on her little fur.
The results for this story are particularly interesting. As people read the story they form clear impressions of certain aspects of the story, but none of them consider the possibility that the story might be about a fur until the fifth line of the story and for some, this is not clear until the last line of the story. Fromn the beginning, however, many readers have an impression that the speaker in the story is a woman. of the twenty people to read the first line of the story, seven mentioned that they thought the it was a woman speaking. In none of my other stories did people spontaneously assign a sex to the speaker after only reading the first sentence. Apparently a number of the readers Interpret the pattern of speech here to be typically feminine. This is illustrative of the subtlety of the kinds of clues readers pick up on and that authors count on.
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Perhaps the most interesting response was that which subjects made to the WHAT questions. He re we get the clearest picture of thcir overall assessment of what the story is about. There were six categories of responses given by our subjects. These were:
(1) CLOTHING: they thought that the woman was talking about a hat or some jewelry.
(2) FUR: They thought the woman was talking about a fur.
(3) LETTER: They thought someone was writing a letter.
(4) PET: They thought the story was about a pet.
(5) STIMULATION: They thought the story was about sexual stimulation.
(6) TOY: They thought the story was about a stuffed animal or doll. people were about evenly split between the possibility that it was about a pet or letter writing. The second line, "It was nice to feel it again," discouraged all but one of the letter-writing hypotheses. Some of these decided that it was a "toy" or stuffed animal that the story was about. Others assumed it was about sexual stimulation or had no clear idea. The third line moved almost everyone who didn't think it was a "pet" to the view it was a "toy. The tigure clearly shows the critical nature of the fifth sentence.
We can see subjects, on the basis of such "bottom up" information as the use of the word "dear," determine that it might be a letter or a diminutive reference to a pet. Then, once finding a satisfactory hypothesis, maintaining and refining it until disconfirming Information is made available. Then, when disconfirmation occurs, searching out a new workable hypothesis.
Clearly, in this case, my subjects are behaving according to the hypothesis evaluation mode that I have suggested. But, is this the normal way of processing? Doesn't the procedure force them to respond in this way? These are serious questions. Indeed, I do believe that there is an effect of the procedure. However, I believe that it is better categorized as making subjects read more carefully than at modifying the basic procedure. One bit of evidence for this view is that over all of the stories, subjects who interpreted the stories a line at a time more often agreed with each other (and with the experimenters) about the interpretation of the story than subjects who gave an interpretation only after having read the whole story. In addition, a second experiment was carried out to try to get an alternative measure of "on-line" processing. In this experiment the subjects were not asked to make any interpretations of the story. Rather, they were presented the story one word at a time and asked to press a button after they read each word to gr(t the next word. The tine to read each word was recorded. We can then compare different versions of the same story, one in which we know from the "interpretation" experiments requires a rather dramatic shift in hypotheses, and another which requires no such shift or a shift at a The alternative version of this story differed In three words. Sentence 5 was "She put it down" rather than "She put it on." Sentence 6 ended "by her left ankle" rather than "by her left ear," and sentence 8 ended "take her pet along" rather than "take her fur along." Thus, for one version, the FUR version, subjects probably had to shift hypotheses after line 5. For the other version, the PET version, subjects probably already had the correct hypothesis by the line 5. Thus, the two stories were identical for the first 49 words and differed in only three of the final 38 words.
Since we know from the interpretation experiment that a good deal of re-evaluation occurs in the FUR form of the story after line 5 and that a large number of subjects have the PET hypothesis well before line 5, it is reasonable that people would read the last 38 words of the story more slowly in the FUR version. inspite of some difficulties with the data here, it would appear that we have been able to see, in slower reading times, the same hypothesis reevaluation our subjects in the interpretation experiment told us about.
A somewhat closer look at the data appear to confirm this conclusion. Much of this effect is already evident on the reading of thte last word of line 5. Figure 4 shows the reading times for each word i'-t1,1
line.
The most obvious characteristic of these curves is the inr,vr. This r---. , .; ,rently takcs ;,n.
Indeed, as Figure 5 indicates, many ,f th, , .
-r, apparently St ~I formulating more hypotheses through the tl I wi,i.,-nw nce.
Notice, for example, the time required by ti.e subjects tr. ' . Adjusted Word by word reading times for the two versions of line 5 of the "Dear Little Thing" story. Due to overall differences in the reading rates of the two groups, the times for the FUR group were adjusted downward by subtracting 125 msec for each point.
This value was chosen so that the two groups showed about the same level of performance over the three words before the two stories diverge. (1) 1 have collected word by word reading times for subjects not instructed to generate interpretations and have looked for correlations between points in the story where we believe subjects to be evaluating new hypotheses and those where we observe elevated response times. By and large, as the exampies presented above illustrate, these two measures correlate.
(2) 1 have collected interpretations of subjects after they read the whole story and compared them with those of subjects who read the stories a line at a time. The results showed that subjects who interpreted a line at a time nearly always generated the same interpretations as those who gave us an after-the-fact interpretation. The only discernable difference was that those who gave an interpretation only at the end showed somewhat more variability in their interpretations. It appears that this results from more careless reading on the part of the subjects offering an interpretation only at the end.
(3) 1 have asked a few subjects for retrospective analyses of the processes they went through while reading the stories immediately after reading the stories. Although such subjects mention fewer hypothesis changes than those giving on-line
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None of Lhese methods is really totally convincing in and of itself.
Nevertheless, the combination of the fact that the response times seem to follow the hypothesis interpretations, the fact that the interpretation paradigm doesn't seen to affect the final interpretations subjects generate and the fact that in informal observations subjects' retrospective reports seen very similar to the line-at-a-time results points strongly to the view that the general pattern of hypothesis generation observed in our experiments is present in normal reading.
On Understanding and Misunderstanding
Before concluding, it is useful to consider the application of this general theory to the notion of misunderstanding. On the present account, understanding is the process of finding a configuration of schemata which offers an adequate account of a passage or situation.
The analysis given above illustrates how such a process is supposed to operate. Clues from the story suggest possible (instantiations of schemata) which are then evaluated against the successive sentences of the story until finally a consistent interpretation is discovered. Sometimes, a reader fails to correctly understand a passage. There are at least three reasons implicit in schema-theory as to why this might occur.
(1) The reader may not have the appropriate schemata. In this case he/she simply cannot understand the concept being communicated.
(2) The reader may have the appropriate schemata, but the clue-3 provided by the author may be ii"lufficient to suggest them. Here again the reader will not understand the text, but, with (3) The reader may find a consist~ent interpretation of the text, but may not find the one intended by the author. In this case, the reader will "understand" the text, but will misunderstand the author.
There are many examples of these three phenomena in the literature.
Perhaps the most interesting set of studies along these lines were carried out by Bransford and Johnson (1973). They studied the comprehension of texts in which subjects lacked the appropriate schemata, ones in which the schemata were potentially available, but there were not sufficient clues to suggest the correct ones as well as ones in which subjects were led to choose a "wrong" interpretation. Consider the following paragraph used in one of their studies.
The procedure is actually quite simple.
First you arrange things into different groups. Of course, one pile may be sufficient depending on how much there is to do. If you have to go somewhere else due to lack of facilities that is the next step, otherwise you are pretty well set.
It is important not to overdo things. That is, it is better to do too few things at once than too many. In the short run this may not seem important but complications can easily arise. A mistake can be expensive as well.
At first the whole procedure will seem complicated. Soon, however, it will become just another facet of life. It is difficult to foresee any end to the necessity for this task in the immediate future, but then one can never -tell. After the procedure is completed one arranges the materials into different groups again. Then they can be put into their appropriate places. Eventually they will be used once more and the whole cycle will then have to be repeated. However, that is part of life. [p. 4001 3lost readers find this passage, as written, extremely difficult to understaiid.
However, once they are told that it is about washing clothes, they are able to bring their clothes-washing schema to the fore and make sense out of the story. The difficulty with this passage is thus not that readers don't have the appropriate schemata, rather, it Thus, the authors of short stories need not spell out every detail.
Instead, they provide the reader with subtle clues which they can expect the reader will pick up on. Thus, in the example of the INTEROGATION scene the author, by subtle use of the passive and the mention of bright lights and a white room has generated in the reader a full-blown image of an entire INTEROGATION scene. The remainder of the story can then play off of these subtle clues and needn't waste time or words setting the scene. Similarly, in the "Dear Little Thing" story the author has, in a single phrase, suggested to many a woman speaking. I suspect that these stories are not at all unusual. I suspect that in general all of the inferences we wish to communicate can never be "spelled out" and that we must always depend on our ability to draw forth the appropriate schemata in the listener through a large variety of clues.
Findlly, let me comment on the direction I wish to push the sort of work I have discussed here. I have, for the past several years, been There is a startling amount of knowledge brought to bear on even the simplest story comprehension task.
Nevertheless, I believe that data of the sort I have described above will provide a useful data base against which to evaluate models of comprehension.
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